



















































































SP continuum SP magnetogram
GREGOR full stokes
2017-12-07 10:00
•  HOP	346	
–  Hinode-GREGOR	/	
Kawabata		
•  No	active	region,	only	
small	pore	during	
campaign	
•  3	maps	with	Hinode	
and	7	maps	with	
GREGOR	
•  Pointing	misalignment	
–  pore	at	the	corner	
of	FOV	in	SP	
–  difficult	to	use	for	
NLFFF	
extrapolation	
4-1.	Ground	Based	Coordinations	
4-2.		Focused	Mode	
§  Status:		Operable	
§  No	major	issues	reported	from	the	teams.	
	
§  Focused	Mode	coordination	
§  Routine	communication	during	weekly	instrument	team	meetings	
§  Mid-week	pointing	changes	implemented	when	necessary	
§  Bamba-san	has	been	monitoring	solar	conditions	and	suggesting	
repointing	when	appropriate	(very	successful	for	2017	Sept	events)	
§  Priority	list	circulating	with	weekly	meetings	
§  Active	Region	evolution	(flux	emergence,	waves	in	sunspots,	flare	monitoring)	
§  Coronal	Holes	
§  Prominence	/	Filament	
§  Disk-center	(long	baseline	synoptic	scans)	
§  Polar	magnetic	network	
4-2.		Focused	Mode	
November	22nd	is	Thanksgiving	week	(less	US	support).		FM	during	Dec/Jan	holidays.	
***	Includes	Hi-C	2.1	(May),	FOXSI-3	(September),	EUNIS	(November)	
***	Other	launches	/	campaigns	[ALMA	~	Dec.	15-Jan	5	(Jan	6	–	Feb	1,	Mar	1	–	31),	Apr	1	-	14]	
4-2.		Focused	Mode	
November	28th	is	Thanksgiving	week	(less	US	support).		FM	during	Dec/Jan	holidays.	
***	Includes	CLASP	2	(April	3).		MaGIXS	(August	28).	ESIS	(~June	26)?		
***	Other	launches	/	campaigns	[ALMA	~	Dec.	15-Jan	5	(Jan	6	–	Feb	1,	Mar	1	–	31),	Apr	1	-	14]	
•  Refer	to	previous	SWG	presentation	for	program	updates	(nothing	new	to	
report	on	that	front)	
–  Exception:		automated	responses	implemented,	finally	
•  HOP	activity	since	Hinode	11	meeting:	
–  ALMA	observations		(April	2018,	Sept	2018)	
•  microflares,	nanoflares,	chromospheric	heating,	center-to-limb	QS,	etc.	
–  HOP	336:Cycle	25	Bright	Points	
•  weekly	campaign	to	observe	solar	cycle	BP	dependence	since	March	2017	
•  extended	indefinitely	
–  HOP	344:	Quarterly	EIS	full-disk	scans	
–  HOP	349:	XRT	full-sun	image	campaign		
–  HOP	361:	High	cadence	EIS/XRT/IRIS	
–  North	American	Eclipse,	MHD	waves	(thesis),	small	loops,	Non-Maxwellian	
distributions,	Coronal	cavities,	energy	storage,	pulsations,	HXRs	with	cycle,	
spicules,	chromospheric	jets,	solar	pores,	plumes.	
–  ALMA:	polar	jets,	chromospheric	heating,	CHs,	coronal	rain,	chromospheric	
network,	filament,	CTL	variations	
•  ~78%	of	HOP	proposals	request	IRIS	coordination	
4-3.		HOP	Program	Status	
•  Senior	Review	successfully	completed.		Panel	
presentation	occurred	October	2017.		
–  Extension	approved	through	2020.	
•  3-year	Senior	Review	cycle	approved.	
–  Next	SR	call	in	Fall	2019;	Due	in	Winter	2020.	
5-2.		NASA	situation	
